DECORGLASS
Traditional patterned glass

DESCRIPTION
DECORGLASS is a patterned glass which has a texture printed onto its surface. Available in a wide range of patterns
and colours, it provides an infinite choice of styles and variations. A piece of clear or tinted molten glass is passed
between two rollers, which emboss the pattern into the sheet, providing a highly durable finish.

RANGE
DECORGLASS offers a large choice of patterns and is available on clear, grey, yellow and bronze substrate. Download
our brochure and discovers our products.

PERFORMANCE
Light transmittance
DECORGLASS clear: from 80% to 90% depending on the pattern reference and thickness.
DECORGLASS clear wired: approximately 80%.
A large percentage of the light is transmitted by means of diffusion.

Translucency
Each patterned glass reference is categorised by a visual screening coefficient i.e. facilitating the selection of a suitable
pattern to achieve the desired level of obscuration.
Heat transmittance coefficient
U- value = 5.7 W/ m2K

PROCESSING CAPABILITIES
Depending on the pattern reference and thicknesses DECORGLASS can be:
Edgeworked
Curved- Silvered (MIRALITE CONTRAST) or enamelled (EMALIT CONTRAST)
Tempered or laminated* for safety purposes
Incorporated into STADIP SILENCE acoustic PVB safety laminated glass* - Assembled into double- glazed units for
thermal insulation
* the patterned side must face the outside of the assembly.

PRODUCT APPLICATION
DECORGLASS is used for interior or exterior applications and is ideal for creating bright and private spaces.
DECORGLASS offers an extensive range of designs, colours and textures that are suitable for the decoration of
residential, offices or commercial premises:
Windows
Doors
Partitions
Shower and bath screens
Furniture (office furniture, table tops, countertops, shelves)
Internal and external crash barriers
Street furniture
ADVANTAGE
Light and privacy
DECORGLASS separates areas and provides maximum light and privacy, as well. This helps to:
Give the feeling of increased space in smaller living areas by diffusing and spreading light
Create a relaxed and intimate atmosphere by screening direct sight or vision
Tradition and design
Various patterns are adapted to both classical and modern environments.

